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WEF Co-founder’s Son Condemns Organization

AP Images
Klaus Schwab

Pascal Najadi is calling for the arrests of
Klaus Schwab, Bill Gates, and others in
leadership of groups such as the World
Economic Forum (WEF), the World Health
Organization (WHO), Big Pharma, Big Tech,
and more.

Najadi is the son of Hussain Najadi, the late
international banker who served as the first
chairman of developing nations at what is
now the World Economic Forum.

In a video posted on Twitter/X, Pascal calls
the Covid shots “poison” and says that both
he and his mother are dying from the jab.

“Everything evil in the world related to
democide unfortunately comes from
Geneva,” he relates, naming the WHO; Gavi,
the Vaccine Alliance; and the WEF, of
“which my father was a co-founder and left
Klaus Schwab out of disgust in the early
’80s.”

He says that these groups should no longer be granted diplomatic immunity by Swiss authorities.

View the 4:45 minute video here:

The video features Dr. Astrid Stuckelberger, P.D., Ph.D., who made a name for herself during the
pandemic as a UN whistleblower.

Russia Herald identifies Najadi as a “banker, film producer, and author.” The video does not list
production credits, but does identify him as being affiliated with thedocuments.info and includes the
hashtag #RestoreSwissNeutrality.

https://x.com/BenSwann_/status/1717978443747328129?s=20
https://www.astridstuckelberger.com/
https://www.russiaherald.com/news/273693249/pascal-najadi---beating-all-odds-for-career-advancement
https://thedocuments.info/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/rebecca-terrell/?utm_source=_pdf
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